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Design av ett interaktivt styr-monterat  
infotainment system för lätta fordon 

Jesper Bratt 
 
 

SAMMANFATTNING 
Denna uppsats undersöker vilka de viktigaste aspekterna i designprocessen för nya infotainmentsystem är med fokus på utökad 
funktionalitet och säkerhet för lätta fordon. För att grunda undersökningen så studeras framsteg gjorda inom 
infotainmentsystem för bilar samt andra relevanta lösningar för lätta fordon. När detta är gjort presenteras en design för ett 
infotainmentsystem som använder optisk gest-baserad interaktion. Detta görs med målet att förare av lätta fordon ska få samma 
säkerhets- och användbarhetsförbättringar som bilförare idag har. En forskning genom design (research through design) 
approach tillsammans med kognitiv genomgång (cognitive walkthrough) och heuristiker möjliggjorde snabba iterationer i 
designprocessen. I slutändan presenterades ett designförslag som påvisade att det finns flera liknande sätt att tänka vid design 
för lätta fordon samt för bilar. Under processen framkom det bland annat att en simpel meny; animationer som framför rumsliga  
förhållanden; samt notifikationer för att minska den visuella belastningen blev identifierade som nyckelpunkter vid design av 
ett säkert och användbart infotainmentsystem. 
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ABSTRACT 
This thesis studies what the crucial aspects are when 
designing and developing an in-vehicle infotainment system 
for light vehicles that should both extend functionality and 
improve safety. In order to ground the research, innovations 
made in automotive infotainment systems are examined and 
a design for a light vehicle infotainment system that utilizes 
optical gesture based touch interaction is proposed. This is 
done with the goal to provide drivers of light vehicles with 
the same safety and usability improvements that drivers of 
cars can enjoy. A research through design approach 
together with heuristics and cognitive walkthrough enabled 
rapid design iterations to be made in order to produce a 
prototype to be tested.  In the end, a design proposal was 
presented which showed that there are several similar ways 
of thinking that can be applied to light vehicle infotainment 
designs compared to its automotive counterparts.  During 
the design process, the importance of a simple menu; 
animations to convey spatial connections; and notifications 
to lower the overall visual clutter were identified as key 
aspects of a safe and usable infotainment system. 

Author Keywords 
Research through design; In-vehicle infotainment; Optical 
gesture interaction; Light vehicles. 

INTRODUCTION 
In recent years the infotainment systems for cars have seen 
a tremendous improvement in usability and popularity. 
However, the same can definitely not be said about the 
infotainment systems for light vehicles. There are some 
products on the light vehicle infotainment market, but they 
have not seen similar improvement as their automotive 
counterparts have.  An infotainment system is a system that 
provides a driver or passenger in a vehicle with quality of 
life improvements. These improvements can include access 
to navigation, media and communication in a centralized 
unit designed to have a minimal impact on driver focus. A 
light vehicle in this case being a vehicle designed to carry 
loads or a small number of passengers up to an officially 
determined weight, such as a scooter, motorbike, rickshaw, 
etc [26]. Several studies have been conducted to reach the 
point where infotainment systems are today for cars. At the 
same time, there is no readily available research whether 
the same applies to light vehicles. This could be one 
contributing factor to why most light vehicles 
manufacturers have yet to start development on their own 
infotainment systems. By researching and evaluating 

factors revolving around safety and usability when using 
infotainment systems on light vehicles there is a chance to 
revolutionize the light vehicle market. The few 
infotainment systems that exist today are aimed at a very 
specific part of the market and are usually associated with a 
high price tag. This, in turn, limits the availability of the 
systems which leaves most of the drivers without any 
options. 

Designing for a new market 
LIVI Technology AB (LIVI) is a company that focuses on 
developing infotainment solutions for the light vehicle 
market. One of the unique aspects of LIVI is their use of 
optical touch input devices that can be interacted with 
regardless of what you are wearing on your hands. Optical 
touch in this context refers to touch based input that is 
registered with the help of photo detectors. In this case a 
field of infrared light is emitted over an area and once it is 
broken it is able to determine touch and gestures. Starting 
with their expertise and using their technology, this thesis is 
an exploration in how certain design patterns used in 
automotive systems can be adapted for a different, new, 
light vehicle market. 

Improving safety by design 
Traffic accidents are one of the most common causes of 
death among young people. Around 300 000 die every year 
in light vehicle accidents worldwide and many more are 
injured [16]. Providing an attractive and affordable 
infotainment system with desirable functionality to the 
users also provides an opportunity for the designer and 
manufacturer to include interactive safety features in order 
to minimize the risk associated with driving light vehicles. 
By using optical touch technology and targeting a broad 
market it is the goal of the thesis to propose design 
solutions that could improve the usability and safety for 
drivers of light vehicles. 

RELATED RESEARCH 
As of this thesis, the market for in-vehicle infotainment 
(IVI) systems for light vehicles is very limited. In order to 
properly explore the related research done for IVI, a brief 
study on what is relevant for the automotive market will be 
presented. Firstly, relevant research will be presented in 
order to get a grasp of the domain together with an example 
of a recent consumer automotive IVI system. Secondly, 
parallels will be drawn to light vehicles and issues unique to 
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their design space together with contrasting IVI systems for 
the light vehicle consumer market. 

Automotive In-Vehicle Infotainment 
When it comes to IVI, Schmidt et al. [6] state that during 
the last century, driving a car has become easier. However, 
with the addition of IVI systems and other user-controlled 
functions, the amount of things the driver has to focus on 
have greatly increased. While the additions may very well 
increase the usability and user experience of the drive, it 
may also distract the driver from the primary task of driving 
i.e. compromising safety. This theory is backed by Majlund, 
Pfeiffer et al. [11, 13] who also propose that bringing the 
control of the IVI to the steering wheel is a good idea in 
order to keep the driver’s hands on the steering wheel and 
their eyes focused forward. Even if centralizing the controls 
is a great way to minimize hand movement, the driver 
would still have to look at the infotainment screen to make 
decisions. For this issue gesture based interaction comes 
into play. By utilizing touch-enabled surfaces, close to 
where the hands naturally are for driving, the driver is able 
to navigate the interface with intuitive gestures, such as 
swiping up and down to switch between different menu 
options. This has been tested and concluded many times [2, 
5, 9, 11, 13] to be good choice in usability, user experience 
and safety by reducing long glance times when compared to 
touch- or tactile interaction for IVI. While gestures on a 
touchpad is one thing, Ohn-Bar et al. [9] proposed a hand-
gesture based visual user interface where a camera 
interprets hand movements in front of the IVI in the center 
console. It proved to be effective at navigating through the 
IVI, but using large horizontal arm movements has an 
impact on the ability of the driver to stay in lane [4]. 

While interacting with the IVI is one part of the equation, 
another important aspect of designing IVI systems is the 
way the information is conveyed back to the driver. 
Different approaches have been tested for this. Broy et al. 
[3] proposed an approach where stereoscopic 3D was used 
to provide depth to the presentation and found that it 
improved the user experience and attractiveness of the 
system. In order to reduce the time spent looking down at 
the display, heads up displays, HUD, are sometimes used. 
HUDs are displays superimposed into the field of view and 
can be seen today in a variety of automotive IVI systems. 
Lauber et al. [4] tested an implementation of head mounted 
display, HMD, similar to a HUD but fixed to your head 
instead of the car. This concept of moving the information 
from the IVI system into the field of view of the driver 
while the driver is looking at the road has benefits when it 
comes to reducing glance time and overall usability. 
Overall several novel ways of interacting have been 
proposed for automotive IVI systems and the forefront of 
this today can be found in Sensus [17] by Volvo. 

Sensus integrates navigation, media control, internet, and 
phone functionality into center console via a large touch 
screen. They have remedied some of the conventional 

issues with IVI by allowing the system to be controlled via 
the steering wheel or through voice commands. In some 
cases it allows the IVI to display information via a HUD. 
This is a system that many aspects of relevant research into 
account, but unfortunately it is designed solely for cars. 

What about light vehicles? 
Even if cars are considered a safety critical environment 
light vehicles are even more so. Among motor vehicle 
accidents, which represent the second most frequent cause 
of death for people aged from 5-29 (2), motorcycle and 
moped fatalities account for 17.7% of the total number of 
road accident fatalities in Europe [15]. Per vehicle mile 
traveled, motorcyclists are about 35 times more likely than 
passenger car occupants to die in a traffic crash [16]. With 
this in mind there are several aspects to consider when 
designing an IVI for light vehicles. Pérez-Núñez et al. [1] 
observed that some drivers use their mobile phone in lieu of 
IVI solutions, which should be considered as a safety risk 
as they are not designed to be used while operating a light 
vehicle. When looking at the design space of light vehicle 
IVI there are a few notable differences compared to the 
automotive situation. The amount of space for any IVI 
system is limited. Furthermore the balance plays a larger 
part on two wheels and large-scale horizontal gestures 
impact driving ability [4]. The minimized windshield limits 
the use of a HUD; however the center console is placed 
arguably closer to the driver’s field of vision lowering the 
need for a HUD in the first place. 

The most notable consumer product on the market is the 
Boom!™ Box infotainment system by Harley Davidson 
[19]. This system consists of a resistive touch-screen with 
off-screen tactile buttons that is joined by two 
omnidirectional joysticks placed near the driver’s thumbs 
on the handlebars. It is able to control media and 
navigation. Another concept for electronic light vehicles is 
the Saturna Digital Dashboard [18] which is a touch screen 
operated solely by touch interaction on the screen itself. 
With functionally similar to Boom!™ Box, it integrates 
web, but restricts some functionality such as messaging and 
route configurations to when the vehicle is stationary. For a 
more lightweight approach, Ayala A. [21] developed a 
concept of a voice- and touch controlled device worn 
around your head which included media control, 
navigation, and phone functionality among other features. It 
was mainly intended for bicycle use and was never 
commercially developed. 

Using light to handle interaction 
As gesture based interaction is well supported as a great 
way to interact with an infotainment system while driving, a 
brief history of the interaction solution used in the thesis 
will be presented. Neonode’s patented zForce, seen in 
figure 1, uses infrared light in order to track input. Gestures 
can be detected by combining measured values form one or 
several photo detectors. By using light, the input is not 
dependent on the force, or skin contact, required in 
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resistive- or capacitive touch screens respectively. This is 
very suitable for drivers of light vehicles since gloves are 
often worn while driving. One example of this technology 
used in action is the AirBar [20] which turns an ordinary 
laptop into a laptop with touch interaction using a plug-and-
play stick placed at the bottom of the screen. 

 
Figure 1: Representation of the Neonode zForce Optical Input 

Device. 

 

Purpose and limitations 
Contemplating the related work, the existing solutions for 
cars are miles ahead in both availability and usability when 
compared to their light vehicle counterparts. By using a 
solution that is designed for the safety critical space, the 
automotive drivers are able to enjoy the benefits of an 
affordable IVI. This is something that, unfortunately, is not 
true for drivers of light vehicles. This thesis aims to 
investigate possible ways of designing an IVI system that is 
capable of providing the light vehicle driver with extended 
functionality while at the same time improving safety. 

What are the crucial aspects when designing and 
developing an affordable in-vehicle infotainment system for 
light vehicles that not only provides extended functionality, 
but also improves safety? 

METHOD 
For this study an exploratory research through design 
approach was chosen as the method. Research through 
design is a method brought forward by Zimmerman et al. 
[23] which revolves around creating artifacts and evaluating 
the design process in order to contribute to research. The 
method brings forward a design process where four main 
phases are involved. The first of these phases are 
grounding, an investigation in order to get multiple 
perspectives on a problem. Secondly, an ideation phase is 
entered where the generation of many possible solutions 
takes place followed by the third phase, iteration. Iterating 

refines the concept and produces artifacts of increased 
fidelity. At the end of the cycle, the final phase, reflection 
comes to light by critically looking back at the work and 
proposing changes and learning from the process. The 
research through design approach enables the designer to 
produce novel integrations of HCI in order to make the 
right thing. The right thing in this case is a product that, in 
the best case scenario, transforms the world from its current 
state to a preferred state [23]. 

Grounding: Related work and state of the art outlined 
above in related research 
For the first phase, grounding, an investigative literature 
study was conducted alongside a competitor study in order 
to get a grasp of what had been done before. This can be 
read in the related work section above. The focus was 
chosen to explore how automotive research for IVI could be 
applied to a similar situation for light vehicles. Along with 
the literature study outlined previously, another study was 
conducted in regards to connecting the input device to the 
IVI. This was done by asking developers who had used 
similar solutions earlier at the company as well as reading 
documentation in order to get a grasp of how the input 
device worked. 

Ideation: Hardware, functionality analysis, interaction 
patterns, wireframes, and initial design 
As for the second step, ideation, the suitable hardware setup 
was determined using parameters provided by the company. 
This was required as certain design decisions were 
dependent on the hardware. Following that, a functionality 
analysis was conducted by analyzing the competitors in the 
automotive industry. Along with looking at competitors, 
employees at the company were asked informally what 
functionality they deemed most important in order to 
evaluate what functionality to include in the prototype. In 
order to get a better grasp of the capabilities of the input 
device, the interaction patterns were mapped by personally 
experimenting with the device. Once the initial mapping 
was done, employees were asked to replicate the 
interactions using the device in order to confirm their 
validity. Using the data gathered, initial designs and 
wireframes were created. 

Iteration: Design, gut feeling, heuristics and cognitive 
walkthrough 
During the iterative design phase, two scientific approaches 
were used in conjunction with gut feeling. The first of these 
approaches used heuristic evaluation, proposed by Nielsen 
et al [24], of the designs in order to further cement the 
different design decisions. The heuristics chosen were 
Nielsen's 10 updated heuristics for user interface design 
[25]. Alongside the heuristic evaluation, cognitive 
walkthrough [22] was selected as a supplement in an 
attempt to place the designer in the shoes of the users. 
These approaches were chosen due to the fact that the 
development of the prototype in parallel with the interface 
removed the possibility to effectively test the design with 
users during the design process. 
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Reflection: Evaluating and testing with observed 
interaction 
Once a sufficient amount of iterations were performed, the 
design was tested, mounted on the prototype as seen in 
figure 3, in a controlled environment. This was done in 
order to verify the assumptions made during the design 
process. As a method for the user testing informal small-
scale uninformed observed interaction sessions were 
chosen. In these sessions employees at the company were 
invited to test the design connected with the optical input 
device. By making these sessions uninformed, i.e. where 
the employee is given no information in how the system or 
interaction works, the hopes were to better observe how 
intuitive the design was. 

In order to end the final phase, reflection, Zimmerman et al. 
[23] provided four lenses in order to evaluate what has been 
done, these lenses were: process, invention, relevance and 
extensibility. They were chosen in order to put the design 
into a broader perspective in regards to other research 
within the area. 

 
Figure 2: The initial sketch of the prototype handlebar used to 
formalize the idea and to get a sense where components should 

be placed. 

 
Figure 3: The final sketch of the prototype handlebar taken 

from the actual 3D design used to make it with proper 
dimensions. 

 

DESIGN PROCESS 
Developing and testing the prototype consisted of two 
distinct tasks that had to be designed together in order for 
the testing to be conducted. The first of these tasks were 
designing the graphical user interface (GUI) of the 
infotainment system along with the appropriate interactions 
it included. Alongside that, the second area was to get the 
appropriate testing environment and hardware setup 
necessary in order to conduct testing with the input device 
and screen mounted on a handlebar. As the goal of the 
design was to be available to as many users as possible, the 
decision was made to design the IVI system for an Android 
smart phone. Choosing that platform and enabling the 
driver to use its own phone as a screen, the cost of the entire 
IVI system would be reduced. By lowering the cost of the 
system, more drivers would have access to it, and therefore 
enabling it to improve safety for a broader audience. 

Functionality analysis and interaction mapping 
To initialize the design work, the functionality analysis was 
conducted in order to map the desired functionality of the 
prototype. By looking at relevant automotive products an 
exhaustive list was produced with all possible functionality. 
This list, shown in figure 4, was narrowed down by 
brainstorming together with other employees at the 
company. In the end, the underlined functionality was 
chosen as the fundamental features that were to be included 
in the initial prototyping. 

As for the core infotainment functionality, navigation, 
music and communication were chosen. As the available 
space on the handlebar was limited, some of the core 
vehicle information had to be included in the design as well 
as the display would take their place. Most of the driving 
and parking functionality was omitted for the design due to 
the fact that many of these features are physical switches 
currently on the handlebar. Therefore, moving them from 
their normal positions would most likely confuse 
experienced drivers. As for driving feedback, the 
tachometer was a crucial part along with eco driving 
feedback as improvements to safety were among the 
topmost concerns. Informing the driver of the crucial 
information related to their driving, and removing visually 
distracting elements was of utmost importance. 

In order to map the interaction that was possible using the 
optical input device a novel approach was chosen. The 
device, connected to a computer, was mounted on a round 
piece of wood in order to mimic the spatial constraints that 
would be found in the finished product. Using this setup, 
different input gestures were performed in order to map 
which gestures were easily performed and effortlessly 
reproducible. The final interaction mapping concluded that 
11 different gestures were feasible: tapping up, down, left, 
right and middle on the surface; swiping up, down, left and 
right over the surface; as well as sliding clockwise and 
counterclockwise along the edges of the surface in a 
circular motion. 
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Driving/parking 
Ignition 
Electricity on/off 
Lock handlebar 
Accelerator 
Brake 
Horn 
Turn indicators 
Headlight control 
 
Driving feedback 
Tachometer (speed) 
Trip odometer (distance) 
Eco driving feedback 
RPM gauge 
Gear indicator 
 
Music 
Source selection 
Song/station selection 
Play/Pause 
Volume up/down 
Mute 
Shuffle 
Repeat 
 
Communication 
Answer call 
Decline call 
Make call 
View contacts 
Comm. passenger 
Comm. multiple drivers 
Messages 

Vehicle status 
Fuel level 
Distance to empty tank 
Fuel consumption 
Oil level 
Oil Warning 
Battery level/warning 
Engine temp/warning 
Engine failure 
Handlebar heating 
Seat heating 
 
Device status 
Phone battery level 
Bluetooth on/off 
Connect to headset 
Headset connected 
Voice operation 
 
Navigation 
Show location 
Set destination 
Start Navigation 
End Navigation 
Zoom in/out 
Next turn 
Distance to destination 
Arrival time 
Top/3D view 
Elevation 
Compass 
Save trip 
Record elevation 
Integrated with calendar 

Figure 4: Table showing the complete functionality analysis 
along with the chosen functionality underlined. 

 

Initial prototyping 
The next step was rapid prototyping where low fidelity 
versions of the GUI were constructed using Adobe 
Illustrator. These designs were basically wireframes in 
order to get a better sense of placement. No restrictions 
were put on the initial designs in order to get a broad 
starting point for the iterating process. The only criteria 
were to include all of the required functionality. In the 
image below, one of the first iterations can be seen. Very 
early on in the design process the decision was 
unanimously made to orient the screen in a landscape mode. 
Earlier experiments were made with both landscape and 
portrait designs, but in order to better fit the overall shape 
of the handlebar a landscape orientation was chosen going 
forward with the designs. 

 
Figure 5: The first iteration of the interface showing a nested 

menu. 

 

Iterating using heuristics and cognitive walkthrough 
Over 120 different art boards were constructed bringing the 
information from the investigation phase to light as designs. 
The design decisions were based mainly around 4 of 
Nielsen’s heuristics; visibility of system status, so that the 
user knows that input has been received; aesthetic and 
minimalist design, in order to reduce visual clutter; error 
prevention, as the system should never lock in any way 
during vehicle operation; and recognition rather than recall, 
to minimize the glance times for a safer driving experience. 
Once significant progress was made for the designs, they 
were examined by employees at the company in order to 
narrow the selection down and enable an iterative survival 
of the fittest design approach where assumptions were 
tested, i.e. where the feasible ideas for light vehicle 
infotainment were saved and the rest discarded. This was an 
iterative process aimed to produce the end product on 
which the evaluation and reflection could be conducted. 
Continuing on, some of the most important learnings will 
be explained. 

 
Figure 6: The 21st iteration of the interface in which we moved 

vehicle information into its own menu section. 

 

Navigation is key, but minimize the options 
One thing we imagined every user to do once they started 
using the system was to navigate. A nested menu system 
was initially the plan as can be seen in figure 1. One thing 
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we noticed with that approach was the fact that users tend 
to get stuck in certain areas as they had to keep track of 
where their current scope was. If they had selected music 
and placed their navigation scope in that area, they were 
navigating in that context and could not switch to the 
navigation or communication areas without first exiting the 
music scope. Forcing the user to remember where they are 
in a situation where glance times are supposed to be 
minimized did not work out very well. Instead, an approach 
keeping the main menu constantly visible and in one level 
was chosen. By always being able to switch sections by 
swiping up and down, a significant amount of user 
confusion was removed. It is also important to keep the 
different menu options to a minimum. Every extra option 
increases the time it takes for the user to navigate where 
they want. Early on vehicle information had its own 
section, but after testing it was concluded that relevant 
information could and should be displayed regardless of 
where the user was currently navigated to. This realization 
was supported well by two of the heuristics; aesthetic and 
minimalist design and error prevention.  

 
Figure 7: The 64th iteration of the interface where attempts 

were made to make more of the navigation visible. 

 

Animations reinforce spatial relationships 
Animations are really important because it was apparent 
that they reinforce spatial relationships that otherwise don't 
really exist. By utilizing animations the users quickly 
understand the spatial relationship between different 
sections as well as getting a feel for what is going on. One 
great example was the animation when switching sections. 
If the user navigated by swiping down to switch sections, 
the animations reinforced the motion of pulling down the 
current section to reveal the next one. This enabled the user 
to quickly understand the relationships between the 
different sections in order to effortlessly navigate without 
looking. Another core animation was the tachometer. 
Initially, the speed was represented by an incrementing 
counter. However, in order to quickly get a grasp of what 
speed you are at and understanding acceleration the 
animated indicator was added. This is recognizable from 
mechanical tachometers and is intuitive to understand. 

Overall, by animating responses to actions taken by the user 
you actively convey system status back to the users. 

 
Figure 8: The final design of the interface showing some active 

safety features. The tachometer  

 

Notifications are a great way to convey information 
By including notifications, seen in figure 7 as a turn-by-turn 
navigation notification and in figure 8 as a safety 
notification, the system information is displayed regardless 
of which screen you are on. This is important as it 
minimizes the need for user input to get relevant 
information. One could argue that it increases visual clutter, 
but by practicing aesthetic and minimal design the 
information provided should outweigh the extra cognitive 
load. They also provide a good way to deliver urgent 
information regardless of where the user is currently 
navigated to. The shape, size and information conveyed still 
will still have to be tested during driving before conclusive 
proof can be delivered. 

 

The setup for the prototype 
When it came to setting up the testing environment, which 
was the second area that had to be finished in order to 
evaluate the prototype properly, light vehicles were 
supplied and modified by the company in order to have the 
system mounted on it. The zForce light touch input device 
was mounted on the handlebar next to the handle in order to 
enable gesture based interaction with the user’s thumb. The 
screen was placed in the middle of the handlebar area in 
order to stay close to the driver’s field of vision. This setup 
enabled the test subjects to employ gesture based 
interaction without moving their hands from the handles. 
Reducing hand movements was considered crucial as they 
pose a security risk while driving.  In order to connect the 
input device with the phone, the input device was connected 
by wire to an onboard computer which interpreted the 
signal. Once the signal was interpreted, the interaction was 
broadcasted to the phone using MQTT, a machine-to-
machine connectivity protocol [27]. The phone was 
subscribed to the server wirelessly and could update the 
interface as interactions were made. Initially a bluetooth 
connection was tried, but due to compatibility issues with 
the touch device as well as a lack of time, the MQTT 
approach was chosen. Figure 2 and 3 are two sketches from 
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the development of the physical prototyping process. Figure 
2 is the first sketch and was used to show the initial 
concept. Figure 3 is a colored rendering of the final design 
before the final prototype was physically constructed. 

 
Figure 9: A photograph of the prototype with the zForce input 

device and a telephone used as a screen. 

 

REFLECTION 
In the final phase, reflection, Zimmerman et al. provides 
four lenses in order to evaluate what has been done, these 
lenses are: process, invention, relevance and extensibility. 

In regards to the process, the methodology choices are 
motivated in the corresponding section above. Overall, the 
choice to utilize cognitive walkthrough and heuristics to 
speed up the iteration time was good and increased the 
overall fidelity of the final design. However, more rigorous 
user testing would be good in order to confirm certain 
assumptions. 

As for invention and relevance, the design realizations 
themselves might not be considered groundbreaking. But 
the overall design carries innovative significance. The 
finalized prototype, seen in figure 9, was taken on a trip 
around Southeast Asia with very positive results where 
many of the manufacturers, including two of the biggest 
ones, expressed interest in future collaboration. 
Furthermore, Stefan Candefjord, researcher at SAFER, 
noted that “the concept is an innovative way to make active 
safety systems accessible to exposed driver groups in order 
to increase safety” [28]. SAFER is a competence center 
where 34 partners from the Swedish automotive industry, 
academia and authorities work for excellence within the 
field of vehicle and traffic safety. The overall interest from 
both manufacturers and researchers should be a sign of both 
innovation and relevance. 

The design and concept could definitely be built upon and 
the learnings provided in this thesis should serve as a 
grounding point for further research and development 
within the area of light vehicle safety and infotainment 
design. Extensibility has been a core part since the start of 
the thesis and the results are presented in a way that should 

make it easy to apply similar concepts to other projects. 
Suggestions on how to continue can be found under the 
future work section below. 

Challenges 
There are two significant factors that could be considered a 
challenge for this study. Firstly, the field of in-vehicle 
infotainment for light vehicles is rising and the majority of 
design research is most probably paid for by the 
development industry. This could mean that several 
relevant studies performed could be hidden, and not 
released to the public, as it could provide competitors with 
a significant advantage. Secondly, the company strives to 
create a working commercial product in the end. This is 
something that clashes with the core of Zimmerman’s 
approach to research through design where the intent going 
into the research should be to produce knowledge for the 
practice and research communities. While the challenges 
lies in doing both parts, the prototype stage of the product 
for the company does not have any significant constraints in 
form of implementation and therefore de-emphasize 
commercial aspects when framing the problem. Design 
research should be about making the right thing whereas 
design practice should be about making commercially 
successful things [23]. In this paper, the assumption was 
made that the right thing will also end up being the 
commercially successful thing. 

Future work 
The designs should definitely be subject to rigorous user 
testing in live environments mounted on light vehicles in 
order to get a sense of how the concept applies to rougher 
environments. The overall application logic should be 
rewritten to accommodate for incremental animations. The 
way the system is setup, due to technical limitations, now 
only enables broadcasting interactions once they are 
completed and then performing the entire animation. This 
makes the time from interaction to feedback unnecessarily 
long. Reworking this system to start the animations as soon 
as the interaction is initiated would most likely increase 
user satisfaction. 

Designing something that is supposed to be interacted with 
remotely is a challenge and something that could be 
improved upon in the future. The finalized design does not 
utilize concepts such as typing out actions instead of having 
icons that are commonly associated with touch interaction. 
By utilizing images of the touch pad, next to a call to 
action, quicker connections between interaction and result 
could be drawn by the user. 

Another future addition to the design could be to add and 
test the implications of a context-aware screen on the touch 
input surface. By having a screen that is able to change 
depending on the context of the infotainment system a 
greater understanding of what different gestures 
accomplishes could be apparent to the user. In essence, the 
surface of the touch input could reflect the different actions, 
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previous, play/pause and next while the user is in the music 
section of the system. 

CONCLUSION 
This thesis presented the design process when designing an 
infotainment system for light vehicles. By utilizing 
methodology that empowers the designer with tools to 
evaluate iterations quicker without several user input 
significantly more progress could be made in a short time 
span. Overall, the process worked well apart from technical 
limitations when connecting the input device to the 
interactive prototype. Certain key learnings were reflected 
upon in order to shed some light on the some of the most 
important aspects of light vehicle infotainment design 
including navigation, animations and notifications. The 
finalized prototype was well received by both researchers 
and manufacturers and provides a good approach in 
providing both usability and safety improvements to an 
exposed user group. By using this thesis and the prototype 
as a starting point for projects within the area, future 
research and development could be conducted faster and 
more efficiently. 
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